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Abstract




Image segmentation is an important topic in computer vision and image processing. As
a region-based (global) approach, the Mumford and Shah (MS) model is a powerful and
robust segmentation technique as compared to edge-based (local) methods. In this thesis we
apply the MS model to two interesting problems: image inpainting and text line detection.
We further extend it by proposing a new image segmentation model to overcome some
of the difficulties of the original model. As a demonstration of the new model, we apply
it to the segmentation of retinal images. The results are better than the state-of-the-art
approaches.
In image inpainting, the MS model is used to detect and estimate the object boundaries
inside the inpainting areas. These boundaries are preserved in the inpainting results. We
present a hierarchical segmentation method to detect boundaries of both the main structure
and the details. The inpainting result can preserve detailed edges.
In text line detection, we use a combination of Gaussian blurring, the MS model, and
morphing method. Different from other general text image detection approaches, our
iii
method segments text documents without any knowledge of the written texts, so it can
detect handwriting text lines of different languages. It can also handle different gaps and
overlaps among the text lines.
Although the MS model has been used successfully in many applications, its imple-
mentation has always been based on some forms of approximation. These approximations
are either inefficient computationally or applicable only to some special cases. Our new
model consists of only one variable, the segmentation curve, therefore the computation is
very efficient. Furthermore, no approximation is required, hence the method can segment
objects with complicated intensity distribution. The new model can detect both step and
roof edges, and can use different filters to detect objects of different levels of intensity. To
show the advantages of the new model, we use a combination of the new model and Gabor
filter to detect blood vessels in retinal images. This new model can detect objects with
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Image segmentation is a difficult problem in computer vision. A wide variety of meth-
ods have been presented, including Markov Random Field (MRF) approach [1], multi-
resolution approach [2], and partial differential equations (PDEs) approach [3]. The Mum-
ford and Shah (MS) [3] is a powerful and robust segmentation technique [4] [5]. The
research work of this thesis is based on the MS model.








In Equation (1), u0 is the original image; u is the smooth approximation of u0; C is the
segmentation curve; |C| represents the length of the curve; Ω is the image domain; Ω \ C
represents the image domain excluding the segmentation curve. Mumford and Shah pro-
posed that the segmentation of an image can be obtained through the minimization of this
energy functional. After the minimization, the variance of image intensity is minimized
inside segmented regions. Because we assume that image intensity is smooth inside object
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regions and changes abruptly across object boundaries, the MS energy functional is mini-
mum when the segmented curves are on the object boundaries. As a region-based segmen-
tation approach, the MS model makes use of the information not only near the boundary of
objects but also inside the object regions. In this model, we try to find an optimal piecewise
smooth approximation u of the original image u0, and a set of boundaries C, such that u
varies smoothly inside the homogeneous regions and discontinuously or rapidly across C.
Compared with edge-based approaches, the MS model is more robust and can deal with
noisy images.
In this thesis, we apply the MS model to two problems, image inpainting and text line
detection. In image inpainting, the MS model is used to detect and estimate object bound-
aries inside the inpainting areas. These boundary edges are preserved in the inpainting
results. However, it is difficult to segment complicated objects in an image. Therefore, we
present a hierarchical segmentation method to deal with this situation. With this method,
an image is segmented into small regions gradually until each region is smooth. We can
detect boundaries of both the main structure and details. Based on the segmentation result,
the inpainting result can preserve more detailed information.
In text line detection, we use Gaussian blurring to convert binary text images into gray
images. Then we use the MS model to segment the text lines. Finally morphing approach
is used to locate the text lines. Different from other text image processing approaches, our
approach segments text image as a general image without any knowledge about the text.
Our method can detect handwriting text lines of different languages. It also can handle
different gaps and overlaps among the text lines.
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Although the MS model was successfully used in many applications, the numerical
method for solving the MS model is difficult to implement. Chan and Vese presented two
important models [6, 7], the piecewise smooth approximation and the piecewise constant
approximation. In the first method, we assume image intensity inside object regions can
be approximated by smooth functions. The method can handle general cases. However,
it requires the solution of three coupled PDEs which makes the method very inefficient.
The second model approximates the intensity of each region as a constant, and it is fast
because only one PDE needs to be solved. However, this method can only be used when
the intensity inside each segmented region is uniform. In the case where the intensity varies
inside the object, or the case of roof edges1 the constant approximation model will fail. To
deal with this case, Blake and Zisserman [8] introduced a second order derivative term into
the MS model. Ambrosio, Faina, and March minimized similar energy functional by a
family of elliptic functions [9]. In their approach, two coupled PDEs need to be solved.
The authors of [10] used a linear approximation to minimize the MS energy functional.
The linear approximation requires solving only one PDE, and it can detect non-uniform
objects and roof edges. However, this approach can only detect regions whose intensity
varies linearly.
In the last part of this thesis, we present a new model where the energy functional
contains only two terms: the length of the segmentation curves, and the high frequency
components inside segmented regions. Because only one variable, the segmentation curve,
is involved, we need to solve only one PDE to minimize the energy functional. In the
1Roof edges are defined as discontinuities in the derivative rather than in the function itself
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implementation of the new model, no approximations are applied. So the new model can
handle any image intensity distribution inside object regions. We test the new model on
some range images. In these images, there are many roof edges. The new model can
detect both step and roof edges effectively. Another advantage of the new model is that
we can use different filters in the model to detect different kinds of objects. We combine
the new model and Gabor filter to detect blood vessels in retinal images. The Gabor filter
is good to detect directional objects such as blood vessels. Because the new model can
detect objects with complicated image intensity distribution, our approach can handle non-
uniform illumination cases. The segmentation result is similar or better than state-of-the-
art.
The organization of the thesis is as following: First, some image segmentation ap-
proaches and the level set technique are reviewed in chapter two. Implementation methods
and some variations of the MSmodel are introduced in chapters three and four. Chapter five
describes the application of the MS model on image inpainting, and chapter six describes
text line detection using the MS model. The new image segmentation model is presented
in chapter seven. This chapter also introduces an application of the new model on retinal




This chapter reviews some image segmentation approaches and the level set approach.
2.1 Classical image segmentation approaches
Image segmentation is an important topic in computer vision and image processing. It is
the bridge between low-level vision and high-level vision. Through image segmentation,
objects are segmented from images, and high-level tasks, such as object detection, recogni-
tion, and tracking, can be performed. The goal of image segmentation is to divide an image
into different object regions. It is assumed the image pixels in one region have similar prop-
erty, such as gray level or texture. If we evaluate image segmentation result only from the
image itself, then ”Regions of an image segmentation should be uniform and homogeneous
with respect to some characteristics such as gray tone or texture. Region interiors should
be simple and without many small holes. Adjacent regions of a segmentation should have
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significantly different values with respect to the characteristic on which they are uniform.
Boundaries of each segment should be simple, not ragged, and must be spatially accurate”
[11].
Image segmentation approaches can be divided into two categories: region based and
edge based approaches. Region based approach groups pixels of different regions accord-
ing to similarity. Thresholding and region growing belong to this category. Thresholding
techniques [12] are the early and popular approaches for image segmentation. Threshold-
ing approaches are simple to implement and require very little computation. The main
difficulty of this technique is the selection of threshold. Generally the threshold depends
on image content. Even with adaptive threshold, it is still difficult to segment some regions
with similar properties. Region growing [13] is another region based approach. Region
growing algorithm starts by choosing a set of ’seed’ pixels. Compare neighboring pixels
with the seed according to some criteria. If they have similar property, these neighboring
pixels are segmented into the same region of the seed. In this way, the region grows until
all pixels are segmented into different regions. Region growing is insensitive to noise, but
it needs extensive computation. The segmentation result also depends on the selection of
criteria.
Edge detection is an edge based image segmentation technique. Classical edge detec-
tion approaches are based on the first and second derivatives. Some classical first deriva-
tive edge detectors include Roberts gradient operators, Prewitt operators, Sobel operators,
and Canny algorithm. One classical second derivative edge detector is Laplacian operator.
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These operators need very little computation, but they are sensitive to noise. Some so-
phisticated edge detection algorithms were developed, and good result can be obtained by
wavelet based approaches. One disadvantage of edge detection is that closed segmentation
curves are not guaranteed. Only edges are detected, but image is not really segmented into
regions. So some post processing is needed.
In addition to the above deterministic methods for image segmentation, stochastic mod-
eling is another main image analysis approach. This approach depends on image properties
described in terms of probability distributions and prior knowledge about the underlying
image defined stochastically (i.e. prior probability model). We can use Bayesian frame-
work to formulate a posteriori probability distribution based on observations and prior prob-
ability models.
2.2 Bayesian framework for image segmentation
The goal of image segmentation is to detect boundaries of objects in an image. These
boundaries are assumed to be edges in the image. In Bayesian framework, image segmen-
tation can be described as conditional probability estimation, that is, estimate edges with
condition of the observed image [14]. It can be written as p(Γ|u) where u is the observed
image; Γ is the set of edges. We can represent Γ by a function:
Γ(x) =

= 1 if x is an edge pixel
= 0 others
x ∈ Ω (2)
where Ω is the image domain.
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According to Bayesian formula and ignoring the prior probability of observed image,
the conditional probability of edge can be estimated by following equation:
p(Γ|u) ∝ p(u|Γ) · p(Γ) (3)
This indicates that the estimation depends on two factors, the generative data model of






where E is Gibbs formal energy and Z is the normalization parameter. Applying logarithm
to the Bayesian formula, we get energy equation:
E(Γ|u) = E(u|Γ) + E(Γ) (5)
To get the optimal estimation of edge, we need to minimize the energy equation.
The generative data model is to model image u when the set of edges Γ is given. If we








g(x, u(x),∇u(x), ...) (continuous domain) (7)
where g is energy of one edge pixel. Because the gradient of image intensity |∇u(x)|
is large on edges, a pixel x has larger chance to be on an edge if |∇u(x)| is larger. For
each edge pixel, probability function should be an increasing function of |∇u(x)|, and
equivalently, energy function g has to be a decreasing function of |∇u(x)|. Some functions
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, a > 0 (9)
or simply
g(p) = −p2 (10)
To be resistant to noise, ∇u(x) can be replaced by ∇uσ(x),
uσ = gσ ∗ u (11)
where gσ is the Gaussian filter.
For the prior model of edges, there are two kinds of model proposed, first order Euclidean
edges and second order Euclidean edges. Length energy is a first order model, which is:







The integration is contour integration, which is along edges or contours.








The minimization of the first order term in both energies eliminates extraneous loops
and ripples of edges; the minimization of second order term in elastic energy makes edges
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smoother and less flexible. The second order term also prevents a closed edge from col-
lapsing into a single point.
With these energy models, we can assemble some edge-based image segmentation mod-



















Both models calculate energy along edges and use edge detector function g(|∇u(t)|)
to attract segmentation boundaries to edges. They use different model to regularize edges.
Both models are non-intrinsic since they depend on parameters. We can adjust parameters
α and β to balance the impact of different terms in the model.







The model is intrinsic since it does not depend on parameters. It is demonstrated that
this model is equivalent to the active contours model.
In addition to edge-based models, some region-based models were also suggested.
Compared with edge-based models, region-based models are more stable because more
pixels information is considered. Different from edge-based energy, data energy E[u|Γ]
10








φ(x, u(x),∇u(x), ...) (continuous domain) (18)
Different from the g function used in edge data energy, the potential function φ should be
an increasing function, for example:
φ(p) = p2 (19)









where t is the variable for contour integration; x is the variable for area integration. In this
model, data energy is integrated inside segmented regions. This model is very similar to
the celebrated segmentation model of Mumford and Shah.
The Mumford-Shah (MS) model is used to segment and smooth images at the same
time. Through the minimization of the MS model, we can obtain segmented and piecewise
smoothed image. In addition to the segmentation energy, the MS model also considers the
smoothed image energy. TheMSmodel energy can be derived from the following equation:
E[u,Γ|u0] = E[Γ] + E[u|Γ] + E[u0|u,Γ] (21)
where u0 is the observed image, the original image; u and Γ are the smoothed image
and segmentation boundaries respectively. E[u0|u,Γ] is the image data energy given the
11





Using the same energy as the region-based active contour model for the first two terms








where |Γ| is the length of the segmentation boundaries. If the MS energy functional is
minimized, the image will be segmented into regions so that: (1) u is a good approximation
of u0, (2) u is smooth in each region, and (3) the boundary of each region is as short as
possible. The parameters of µ and ν are used to balance the effects of different terms.
The MS model is a global region-based image segmentation model. Because infor-
mation of both segmentation boundaries and image data inside segmentation regions are
considered, the MS model is more stable than local information based, such as Sobel or
Laplace filter, or edge-based approaches, such as active contour or snake. The MS model
has been successfully used in many applications. However, the numerical method of solv-
ing the MS model is difficult to implement. Recently, the level set method has been used
by many authors to facilitate the numerical solutions of the MS model. Some altenative
solutions of MS model were also presented, such as the elliptic approximation to the weak
formulation of the MS function [17], the active contours without edges [7, 6], and the
hierarchical curve evolution based approaches in [18, 19].
One difficulty of the MSmodel is that the energy functional is not convex. When we use
the gradient descent approach to minimize the MS energy functional, the solution is often
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trapped by the local minima. So the segmentation result depends on the initial condition.
To overcome this difficulty, [20] presents an algorithm to calculate the global minimizer.
If an image is segmented into two regions, the segmented regions can be represented by a
function v, where v ∈ {0, 1}. The length of the segmentation boundaries is replaced by the





Then v is relaxed to v ∈ [0, 1]. After this relaxation, the energy functional becomes convex,
and the global minimizer can be obtained. [20] proves that the thresholded minimizer of
the relaxed energy functional is the global minimizer of the original energy functional.
While the energy models are on continuous space, implementations of the models are
on discrete space for digital images. In discrete space, derivative is approximated by the
difference between neighboring pixels; area integration is approximated by the sum of pix-
els in the area; contour integration is approximated by the sum of pixels along the contour.
In this thesis, all algorithms are implemented in C language on computer to process discrete
digital images.
2.3 Level set method
The level set method is first introduced by Osher and Sethian [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. It is
a numerical technique to analyze and compute the motion of interfaces. Many applications
of the level set method are developed in image processing.
The basic idea of the level set method is to make use of a 3-dimensional surface to
13
represent the motion of a 2-dimensional curve as shown in figure 1.
Figure 1: The 3-dimension demonstrational of level set approach [27].
In figure 1, the 3-dimension cone-shaped surface represents the motion of a 2-dimension
circle. The intersection between the cone-shaped surface and the x-y plane represents the
curve at different time. In this figure, the circle becomes bigger along the time axis. The
3-dimension surface can be represented by equation φ(x, y, z) = 0. This surface segments
the plane into two regions, inside region and outside region. We can assume φ(x, y, z) > 0




> 0 inside the curve
= 0 on the curve
< 0 outside the curve
(25)
As shown in figure 2, we can use the function φ(x, y, t), level set function, to represent
two regions, inside region and outside region.
We also can use two level set functions to represent four regions as shown in figure 3.
14
Figure 2: Representation of two regions by a level set function [28].
Figure 3: Representation of four regions by two level set functions [6].
The two level set functions satisfy:
φ1 > 0, φ2 > 0 inside region 1 (26)
φ1 < 0, φ2 > 0 inside region 2
φ1 > 0, φ2 < 0 inside region 3
φ1 < 0, φ2 < 0 inside region 4
In this way, we can use n level set functions to represent 2n regions.
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As mentioned in the beginning, the motion of a curve can be represented by a 3-
dimensional surface. Since the surface is represented by equation: φ(x, y, t) = 0, at any
time t the level set value of each point x⃗(t) on the surface is always zero. This implies






It is an initial value partial differential equation and can be written as:
∂φ(x⃗, t)
∂t
+ F |∇φ| = 0 (28)
We also need two conditions for the equation:
1. The boundary condition: we usually impose the normal derivative vanishes on the
curve or the surface.
∂φ
∂n⃗
= 0 on the curve (29)
where n⃗ is the normal vector.
2. The initial condition: The initial function φ0(x, y) usually is assumed to be an initial
curve.
φ(x, y, 0) = φ0(x, y) (30)
By solving equation (28), we can obtain the evolution of a 2-dimensional curve.
An example of the evolution of a curve is to assume F = −κ, where κ is the curvature









Figure 4: The evolution of a square curve.[29]
If we assume a square initial curve, the evolution of the curve is shown in figure 4.
In figure 4, the square curve first evolves to a circle and then vanishes.
There are many advantages to use the level set method to solve the evolution of curves,
including:
1. The topological changes in the evolving boundary such as merging and breaking are
handled naturally as shown in figure 5.
2. The numerical solution of the motion equation is easy to implement.
Figure 5: The merge of two curves with level-set approach [27].
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The formulation of the MS model leads to the level set method as a numerical approach
for solving the MS energy functional, in which the contour Γ can be presented by the level
set function φ. This concept will be made clear in the following chapters.
18
Chapter 3
Implementation of the MS Model
The solution of the MS energy functional is not a trivial task. There are some alternative
solutions to this problem, such as piecewise smooth approximation [6], piecewise constant
approximation [7], piecewise linear approximation [30], and the elliptic approximation to
the weak formulation of the MS functional [17]. These approaches are introduced in the
following sections.
3.1 Piecewise smooth approximation
If we consider that a closed curve segments an image into two regions (i.e. inside and
outside regions), the MS energy functional can be written as:
E(u1, u2, C) =
∫
inside C







|u2 − u0|2 dxdy + µ
∫
outside C
|∇u2|2 dxdy + ν · |C| (32)
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where u1 and u2 are smooth approximations of image inside and outside segmentation
curve. The numerical solution of the MS energy functional can be implemented by the
level set method. In the case that the image consists of two regions, the segmentation curve
can be represented by one level set function φ:
φ(x, y, t) =

> 0 if (x, y) is inside C
= 0 if (x, y) is on C
< 0 if (x, y) is outside C
(33)
Using the level set functions and the Heaviside function H(x) defined by
H(x) =

1 if x > 0
0 if x < 0
(34)
the piecewise smooth approximation of the MS model can be written as:
E(u1, u2, φ) =
∫























∇H(φ) = δ(φ)∇φ (37)
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where δ(φ) is the Dirac function, we have:
E(u1, u2, φ) =
∫



















F (u1, u2, φ) = (u1 − u0)2H(φ) + (u2 − u0)2(1−H(φ))
+µ |∇u1|2H(φ) + µ |∇u2|2 (1−H(φ)) + ν[δ(φ)|∇φ|] (40)
Following the derivation of the Euler-Lagrange equation, we have
∂F
∂φ
= (u1 − u0)2δ(φ)− (u2 − u0)2δ(φ)







































Thus, we have the following Euler-Lagrange equation:
δ(φ)[(u1 − u0)2 − (u2 − u0)2 + µ |∇u1|2 − µ |∇u2|2 − ν∇ · ( ∇φ|∇φ|)] = 0 (44)
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with the boundary condition
δ(φ)






Here nˆ is the normalized normal of the boundary curve of the image.




= δ(φ)[−(u1 − u0)2 + (u2 − u0)2 − µ |∇u1|2 + µ |∇u2|2 + ν∇ · ( ∇φ|∇φ|)] (46)
Similarly, we also can obtain the equations for the variables of u1, u2:
(u1 − u0) = µ∇2u1 inside C (47)
∂u1
∂n⃗
= 0 on C
(u2 − u0) = µ∇2u2 outside C (48)
∂u2
∂n⃗
= 0 on C
The smooth image functions u1 and u2 can be obtained by solving the damped Poisson
equations (47) and (48), and the segmentation curve can evolve according to equation (46).
This is the piecewise smooth approximation presented by Chan and Vese [6]. Many ad-
vantages can be achieved by this approach, such as simultaneous segmentation and smooth-
ing of noisy images, and detection of triple junctions by using multiple level set functions.
However, because three PDEs equations (47), (48), and (46) are needed to be solved simul-
taneously, the computational cost of this approach is very large. To overcome this difficulty,
Chan and Vese proposed another approach using the piecewise constant approximation [7].
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3.2 Piecewise constant approximation
If image intensities inside different regions are uniform, image intensities inside different
regions can be approximated by constants. In this case, the MS energy functional can be






(ck − u0)2dxdy + ν|C| (49)
where Ωk represents the area inside each region; result image u is approximated by ck in
each region. The gradient term in the MS energy functional disappears in equation (49)
because the gradient inside each region is zero.
Using the level set method [27] and the MS energy functional of the two phase segmen-
tation, the image is segmented into two regions:
E(c1, c2, φ) =
∫
(c1 − u0)2H(φ)dxdy (50)
+
∫
(c2 − u0)2(1−H(φ))dxdy + ν
∫
δ(φ)|∇φ|dxdy
where H(x) is the Heaviside function.




= δ(φ)[−(c1 − u0)2 + (c2 − u0)2 + ν∇ · ( ∇φ|∇φ|)] (51)



















Segmentation curve C, constants c1 and c2 are solved from equations (51), (53), and
(54). Image u0 is segmented into two regions {u = c1} and {u = c2}.
Compared with the piecewise smooth approximation approach, the piecewise constant
approximation approach is much faster because only one PDE needs to be solved. However,
this approach is effective only when the intensity inside each segmented region (object) is
uniform and can be approximated by a constant. When the intensities smoothly vary inside
the object regions, the piecewise constant approximation will introduce bigger errors, and
this approximation will not work well. Furthermore, in the case of roof edges, the intensity
variance in the regions on both sides of roof edge is large but the second order derivative
is small, and the intensities inside these two regions cannot be approximated by constants.
The bigger the variance inside the object regions, the bigger the error introduced by con-
stant approximation. Therefore, the piecewise constant approximation will not detect roof
edges correctly.
If image consists of four regions, the segmentation curve can be represented by two
level set functions φ1 and φ2, and the four regions are represented by signs of two level set
functions:
Region 1: φ1 > 0 and φ2 > 0;
Region 2: φ1 > 0 and φ2 < 0;
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Region 3: φ1 < 0 and φ2 > 0;
Region 4: φ1 < 0 and φ2 < 0.
With the piecewise constant approximation, the MS energy functional becomes:
E(c11, c01, c10, c00, φ1, φ2) =∫
[(u0 − c11)2H(φ1)H(φ2) + (u0 − c10)2H(φ1)(1−H(φ2))












[−(c11 − u0)2 − (c01 − u0)2]H(φ2)−






[−(c11 − u0)2 − (c10 − u0)2]H(φ1)−
[(c01 − u0)2 − (c00 − u0)2](1−H(φ1)) + ν∇ · ( ∇φ2|∇φ2|)
]
(56)
































If the image consists of more regions, we can use n level set functions to represent 2n
regions. So it is supposed that any number of regions can be segmented if enough level set
functions are used. However, this is not true. First of all, the number of regions in an image
is unknown before segmentation. We may use as many level set functions as possible to
segment image to avoid missing any regions. In this case, the evolutions of many curves
are coupled, and the computation cost will be very large. The most important problem is
that the MS energy functional is not convex. If many curves evolve simultaneously, the
problem of initial condition will be more difficult to handle. To overcome these problems,
hierarchical segmentation schemes are presented.
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3.3 Piecewise linear approximation
The piecewise constant approximation can be used only when the intensities of objects in an
image are uniform and can be approximated by constants. When the variance of intensity
inside an object is large, the piecewise constant approximation will introduce larger errors.
To adapt to the distribution of intensity inside object regions, we can use a linear function
u(x, y) = a+ bx+ cy, instead of a constant, to approximate the intensity of an object [30].
Here a, b, and c are constants.
For the case of two phases, we use two linear functions to approximate image intensity
inside and outside reagions respectively:
u1(x, y) = a1 + b1x+ c1y (62)
u2(x, y) = a2 + b2x+ c2y
Using level set functions and Heaviside function H(x), the MS energy functional is
written as:
E(ai, bi, ci, φ) =
∫
(a1 + b1x+ c1y − u0)2H(φ)dxdy
+
∫





















2)(1−H(φ)) + νδ(φ)|∇φ| (64)
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Following the derivation of the Euler-Lagrange equation, we have
∂F
∂φ
= (a1 + b1x+ c1y − u0)2δ(φ)− (a2 + b2x+ c2y − u20)δ(φ) +
µ(b21 + c
2







































Thus, we have following Euler-Lagrange equation:
δ(φ)[−ν∇ · ∇φ|∇φ| + (a1 + b1x+ c1y − u0)
2 + µ(b21 + c
2
1)
−(a2 + b2x+ c2y − u0)2 − µ(b22 + c22)] = 0 (68)
with the following boundary condition
δ(φ)






Here nˆ is the normalized normal of the boundary curve of the image.
Using the gradient projection method, we change equation (68) to the following time
dependent equation for φ(x, y, t)
∂φ
∂t
= δ(φ)[ν∇ · ∇φ|∇φ| − (a1 + b1x+ c1y − u0)
2 − µ(b21 + c21)
+(a2 + b2x+ c2y − u0)2 + µ(b22 + c22)] (70)
This is the evolution equation for segmentation curve.
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Through solving equations (70), (72), and (74), we obtain the evolution of level set
curves and final segmentation. In this process, only one PDE equation (70) needs to be
solved. In every step of the iteration to solve equation (70), we use equations (72), and (74)
to update constants a1, b1, c1, a2, b2, and c2.
To segment images with more complicated structures, we need use two or more level
set functions. For the four phase case, we use two level set functions to segment an image
into four regions. The four regions can be approximated by four planar functions:
u11(x, y) = a11 + b11x+ c11y (75)
u10(x, y) = a10 + b10x+ c10y
u01(x, y) = a01 + b01x+ c01y
u00(x, y) = a00 + b00x+ c00y
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The MS energy functional becomes:
Elinear4 (aij , bij, cij, φ1, φ2) =∫
(u0 − a11 − b11x− c11y)2H(φ1)H(φ2)dxdy
+
∫
(u0 − a10 − b10x− c10y)2H(φ1)(1−H(φ2))dxdy
+
∫
(u0 − a01 − b01x−−c01y)2(1−H(φ1))H(φ2)dxdy
+
∫


























To minimize this MS energy functional, we need to solve the PDEs for two curves, and
the solutions of these PDEs are coupled. Therefore the computation cost will be large. To
avoid this problem, we use the segmentation approach proposed in [19] to minimize the
MS energy functional. In this approach, we first apply one initial curve, then evolve the
curve using equation (77):
∂φ1
∂t
= δ(φ1)[−(a1 + b1x+ c1y − u0)2 − µ(b21 + c21)
+(a2 + b2x+ c2y − u0)2 + µ(b22 + c22) + ν∇ ·
∇φ1
|∇φ1| ] (77)
Through curve evolution, the curve will segment image into two phases: φ1 > 0 for
inside region and φ1 < 0 for outside region of the curves. Then we apply the second level
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set curve φ2 on the image. With the second curve, each of the two phases segmented by the
first curve is segmented by the second level set function. For the inside region 1 (φ1 > 0),
we can solve the curve evolution of the second curve φ2 by:
∂φ2
∂t
= δ(φ2)[−(a11 + b11x+ c11y − u0)2 − µ(b211 + c211)
+(a10 + b10x+ c10y − u0)2 + µ(b210 + c210) + ν∇ ·
∇φ2
|∇φ2| ] (78)




= δ(φ2)[−(a01 + b01x+ c01y − u0)2 − µ(b201 + c201)
+(a00 + b00x+ c00y − u0)2 + µ(b200 + c200) + ν∇ ·
∇φ2
|∇φ2| ] (79)
We obtain the segmentation through the solution of three PDEs (77), (78), and (79).
Because the solutions of the three PDEs are decoupled, the computation will be much
faster than the direct solution of equation (76).
3.4 Elliptic approximation
In addition to the level set approach, we can use elliptic approximation to solve the MS
model [17]. The segmentation curve can be represented by a signature function:
z : Ω→ [0, 1] (80)
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which is nearly 1 almost everywhere except on a narrow tubular neighborhood of the seg-

















When ε→ 0, the signature function z represents the segmentation curve.
Taking the variation on u and z separately, we can yield the Euler-Lagrange equations
as following equations:
(u− u0)− µ▽ · (z2▽u) = 0 (82)
µ|▽u|2z + ν
(










= 0, on the curve (84)
Equations (82) and (83) can be solved by efficient elliptic solver and iterative scheme.
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Chapter 4
Variations on the MS Model
In this chapter, we introduce different variations of the MS model. These are the ROF MS
model, the MS model with second order derivative term, and hierarchical segmentation
approaches
4.1 ROF Mumford-Shah model
In the MS model, the gradient of the image intensity is small in object regions, but is large
across the boundaries. Therefore the MS model can be used to detect discontinuities in
image surface. While the MS model works well in many applications, there are two cases
that are difficult for the MS approach. One is the detection of low contrast edges. This is
because L2-norm of the gradient term in the MS energy functional is too large for edges.
The minimization of the MS energy functional will remove low contrast edges. Different
from the classical MS energy model, Rudin, Osher and Fatemi (ROF) [31] changed the
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|u− u0|2dxdy + µ
∫
Ω\C
|∇u|dxdy + ν|C| (85)
In this model, the L1-norm of the gradient can preserve low contrast edges.
Zhang in [30] presented a piecewise constant approximation approach to solve this
model. Because the gradient term disappears in the constant approximation, [30] added the
gradient of the original image u0 in the MS energy functional to detect low contrast edges.











|∇u0|dxdy + ν|C| (86)
In this model, [30] only calculated the gradient inside C. The advantage of this approxi-
mation compared to the original ROF model is that the calculation is faster since we do not
need to solve two coupled PDEs for u inside and outside.
The level set function equation becomes:
∂φ
∂t
= −δ(φ)[(c1 − u0)2 − (c2 − u0)2 + µ|∇u0| − ν∇ · ( ∇φ|∇φ|)] (87)
4.2 ModifiedMSmodel with second order derivative term
Another difficulty with the classical MS model is the detection of roof edges. For this
kind of edges, the gradient of u is not small in the regions on both sides of the edge, but
the second order derivatives of u is small, and the gradient of u is discontinuous across
boundary. That is there is a step edge in the first order derivative functional space. To
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minimize the classical MS energy functional, the gradient of u inside the segmented regions
is forced to be small, but this will make it difficult to detect roof edges. To overcome this










In the following, we will denote equation (88) as the modified Mumford-Shah (MMS)
model. In MMS we ignore the gradient term because this term forces the gradient of u to
be small inside each region, but this is not true for roof edges. If we include this term, we
will miss the roof edges. On the other hand, we add the term of the second order derivative
of u. Because the second order derivative of u is small inside regions and large across both
step edges and roof edges, minimizing the second order derivative term in MMS model can
detect both types of edges.




(|∆u|2 + φ(x, u))dx
+αHn−1 (K0 ∩ Ω) + βHn−1((K1 \K0) ∩ Ω) (89)
where α, β are positive parameters;H(n−1 ) is the Hausdorff (n− 1)-dimensional measure.
K0 represents the set of jump points for u (step edges), and K1 \ K0 is the set of crease
points (roof edges).
Actually, the MMSmodel is a special case of equation (89). When φ(x, u) = µ|u−u0|2
and α = β, equation (89) is equivalent to the MMS model.
Finding the solution of MMS model for an arbitrary image is more difficult than for
the MS model. The authors in [9] used elliptic functional approximation to solve equation
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(89). In this thesis, we use level set function and piecewise linear approximation to solve
equation (88). Compared with the approach in [9], our approach is simpler and faster.
For roof edges, the gradient of u is not small inside the segmented regions, and the
image intensity varies inside these regions. So the piecewise constant approximation is not
suitable for this case. It could segment one region into several regions. To conserve the
information of the gradients, we use the piecewise linear approximation shown by equation
(62). The MMS model can be written as:
E(ai, bi, ci, φ) =
∫
(a1 + b1x+ c1y − u0)2H(φ)dxdy
+
∫




In equation (90), the second derivative term of u disappears because of the linear approxi-
mation.
Using the gradient projection method, we can obtain time dependent equation for the
level set function φ(t), which represents image segmentation.
∂φ
∂t
= δ(φ)[ν∇ · ∇φ|∇φ| − (a1 + b1x+ c1y − u0)
2 + (a2 + b2x+ c2y − u0)2] (91)
This is the evolution equation for the segmentation curve. Equation (91) is very similar to
equation (70) but simpler.
































































Note the slight difference between equations (72), (74) and (93), (94)
The segmentation of an artificial roof edge is shown in figure 6.
In figure 6, the piecewise constant approximation of the MS model segments the image
into three regions and cannot detect the roof edge. By contrast, the linear approximation of
the MMS model can detect the roof edge. This is because the gradient inside each region
is a constant, that is, the second order derivative is small inside each region, and the second
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sult by the piecewise
constant approxima-
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Figure 6: Segmentation of an artificial roof edge
order derivative is large across the roof edge.
4.3 Hierarchical segmentation
With the level set method, the MS model works well in many applications. However,
generally only one or two level set functions are used to segment an image into two or
four phases. Therefore, most experiments are done on simple images. For images with
complicated structures, the regions in the images cannot be represented by one or two
level set functions. We need n level set functions to represent 2n regions. There are three
difficulties for this approach. First, we cannot define the number of regions before hand.
We may use many level set functions to segment an image to avoid missing any region.
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However this approach requires large computational cost. The most important problem for
the MS model using the level set method is the initial condition. Because the MS energy
functional is not convex, the minimization result often is trapped by a local minimum.
Consequently the segmentation result depends on the initial conditions. This problem is
more serious for the cases with many level set functions. As a result, generally the MS
model can only detect the main structure of an image rather than detailed segmentation.
To segment images with complicated structures, [18] and [19] presented hierarchical
segmentation approaches. The basic idea of the hierarchical segmentation approach pro-
posed in [18] is as follows: First, put an arbitrary initial closed curve in the image. Through
the evolution, the curve will segment the image into two or more regions. Because in the
evolution, the closed curve could split into two or more closed curves, the segmentation
result could consist of more than two regions. In the second stage, put another arbitrary
initial closed curve in each region obtained from the previous segmentation. Then through
curves evolution, the curves inside each region will segment the region into more regions.
We can put more curves into regions obtained from the last segmentation stage and seg-
ment the image into more regions. In this way, we can segment the image into any number
of regions. The difference between [18] and [19] is the following: after one segmentation
stage, [19] puts a second curve over all regions, instead of one curve in each region, and
segments all the regions simultaneously.
In the approach in [19], we cannot decide if one region needs more additional seg-
mentations, and there is no stopping criterion. On the other hand, the stopping criterion
mentioned in [18] suggests that this hierarchical segmentation process will stop when the
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new segmentation will not change the MS energy functional. Because the segmentation
results depend on the initial conditions, whether the MS energy of the new segmentation is
smaller than the original MS energy depends on the initial conditions. Even when the MS
energy of the new segmentation is not smaller than the original MS energy, it is still possible
that the region needs additional segmentations. So this stopping criterion cannot guarantee
the final segmentation result. Although the hierarchical segmentation approaches in [18]
and [19] can segment an image into many regions, these approaches cannot guarantee the
segmentation is correct. Because the MS energy functional is not convex, it is possible
that the segmentation curves do not reach the boundaries of objects, and one object may be
segmented into several regions, i.e. the image is over segmented.
For images with complicated or detailed structures, although the MS model can pro-
duce segmentation results for the main structures, local segmentation approaches can pro-
duce better results for detailed structures. To combine the advantages of these two kinds of
approaches, we present a new hierarchical segmentation scheme which makes use of both
global and local information [33]. In the process of the hierarchical segmentation, we use a
local window (a small area of image intensity) over a segmentation region to detect whether
the region needs additional segmentations or not. If the region needs more segmentation,
we put an initial segmentation curve in the region and do more segmentation. Otherwise,
we stop the segmentation of the region. In this way, we can segment the image hierar-
chically until each object region is smooth. The advantages of this approach are that the
segmentation result does not depend on the initial conditions and the method is relatively
fast.
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The algorithm for hierarchical segmentation is given below:
Algorithm: Hierarchical Segmentation
Input: image to be segmented.
Output: segmented image.
Procedure:
1. Define an initial close curve with area threshold Ta.
2. Move the initial curve to different positions in one region (in the beginning, the re-
gion is the whole image), and calculate the average intensities inside the curve and
the whole region. If at any position, the absolute difference between the two average
intensities is smaller than the contrast threshold Tc the region needs no more seg-
mentation. Otherwise, position the initial curve at the location where the absolute
difference is the largest.
3. In the region, use piecewise constant approximation of the MS model to solve the
curve evolution and obtain the segmentation result.
4. Number different regions in the image.
5. In each region, repeat steps 2 and 3 to segment the region into smaller regions. In
this step, all the calculations are inside one region.
6. Repeat 5 for each region obtained from different segmentation stages until all regions
need no more segmentation.
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7. Calculate the average intensity of each region. If the absolute difference between the
average intensities of two neighboring regions is smaller than the contrast threshold
Tc, the two regions are merged.
8. Calculate the area of each region. If the area is too small, for example less than 10
pixels, the region is regarded as noise, and is merged into its neighboring region.
To detect all the details of an image, we can define the minimum object area as one
pixel. If there is noise, however, noise can also be detected as an object. Therefore, a
minimum object area is defined to avoid the effect of noise in step 1.
In step 2, it is obvious that if the absolute differences between the probe areas and the
background are smaller than the contrast threshold, there is no object in the region, and the
region needs no more additional segmentation. If at some positions, the difference is bigger
than the contrast threshold, we position the initial level set curve at the location where the
difference is the largest. At this location, the MS energy of the initial curve is the smallest
compared to all other locations.
Repeat steps 2 and 3 on all regions until no more segmentation is needed in each region.
At this point, each region is smooth enough. However, this is not the final result. Because
the curve evolution of segmentation does not guarantee that the curve reaches the boundary
of an object. It is possible that an object is segmented into more than one region. In this
case, we merge those neighboring regions whose average intensities are similar (step 7).
After merging, the image intensity changes smoothly inside objects and the boundaries are
kept because neighboring regions with large differences are not merged.
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In step 8, we remove those regions with very small area that are assumed to be noise
instead of object.
In this segmentation scheme, there are two important parameters: the area threshold and
the contrast threshold of objects. We use these two parameters to define objects in image,
that is, the object to be segmented in image should be bigger than an area threshold, and the
contrast between object and background should be bigger than a contrast threshold. These
two parameters can be obtained from observations of an image. The minimum object area
Ta is smaller than the minimum object in image. This value can be roughly estimated. As
long as it is smaller than the minimum object and bigger than noise speckle, the exact value
won’t affect segmentation result.
To define Tc, we first find the object with the lowest contrast to background in image
through observation. Then we calculate the average intensities of the object and its neigh-
boring background respectively. Tc is estimated as the absolute difference between these
two values.
Instead of defining these two thresholds directly, the parameters ν and µ are defined in
the MS model. Since µ disappears in the piecewise constant approximation, ν becomes the
only parameter. Gao and Bui [19] suggest that ν is proportional to the variance σ2 of an
image, and suggest a proportional ratio range. In this thesis, we prefer to calculate ν from
the contrast threshold in the object definition: ν < T 2c /2 [29]. While most papers define
ν directly, we believe that it is more reasonable to estimate ν from the minimum object
contrast because the contrast can be observed from the image itself. However, it is difficult
to define Tc for images with low contrast and large noise. In this case, Tc must be defined
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Figure 7: Hierarchical segmentation of circles
accurately; otherwise, some objects with low contrast could be missed, or some noise could
be detected as objects. We can only roughly estimate Tc through observation. The accurate
value sometimes has to be defined through some segmentation experimentations.
Figure 7 shows the hierarchical segmentation process. Figure 7 (a) is the initial curve
and the original image; Figures 7 (b - e) show intermediate stages of hierarchical method.
Figure 7 (f) is the final result. The initial curves of different stages can be located automat-
ically, and after evolution, the image is hierarchically segmented into regions. Finally, the
segmentation stops until reach region is smooth.
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Chapter 5
Image Inpainting Using the MS model
This chapter introduces application of the MS model in image inpainting.
5.1 Image inpainting
Image inpainting is originally an artistic procedure to recover a damaged painting or pic-
ture. It has been introduced in [34] and received attention from many researchers in com-
puter vision and image processing.
From a technical point of view, digital image inpainting can be described as a procedure
to fill a defined inpainting domain (i.e. a set of damaged pixels in a given image). In this
case, we can recall some related topics in image processing and computer vision, namely
image interpolation, object removal or disocclusion, texture synthesis, film restoration, and
damaged block recovery of compressed digital image or video.
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A straightforward approach for image inpainting is interpolation. However, interpola-
tion appraches can not handle complicated content of inpainting image areas, especially
for big inpainting area. Chan and Shen [35] first employed the Bayesian framework for









|u− u0|2 dxdy (94)
The advantages of TV model include lower complexity and easy digital implementation.
Because the model only considers the variance of image intensity, it often over smoothes
the image. It works well for local inpainting problems, including digital zooming and
superresolution. However the over smoothing effect is obvious for big inpainting area.
At coarse scale, images can be approximated by smooth functions. But in small scale,
images contain a lot of details, including edges, corners, T-junctions, and textures. These
singular features can’t be approximated by smooth functions, but they are crucial for human
perception. Recently, many image inpainting approaches consider these factors for human
perception.
Masnou and Morel [36] addressed a disocclusion approach using level lines to achieve
strong discontinuities. Bertalmio et al. [34] formulated a third-order partial differential
equation (PDE) which considers the continuity of the isophotes at the boundary and a
measure of the change in the information to be propagated. However, the method leads to a
number of iterative operations and fails in regions with more complicated image structures.
They proposed an improved method for simultaneous filling-in of texture and structure by
combining an image decomposition algorithm and texture synthesis [37].
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In [38], Criminisi et al. proposed a comparatively fast inpainting algorithm for filling a
large region occluded by an object. Their method fills the region with a selected exemplar
(a small patch in the image) based on an edge-driven reconstruction criterion. However,
the method was designed only for estimated edges with straight lines in the inpainting area.
In order to overcome this problem, graph-based structure and texture propagation by either
confidence map or interactive guidance could be applied for better results as proposed in
[39]. Methods using transform-based sparse representation such as discrete cosine trans-
form or wavelet transform were also proposed for the approximation of unknown regions
[40, 41, 42, 43].
In this thesis, we use the Mumford-Shah model and the level set method to detect
edges in the inpainting domain. In our approach, image structure of the damaged region
is estimated by our hierarchical method. For better region segmentation and edge estima-
tion in the inpainting domain, we adopt a hierarchical approach which uses multi-level set
functions. Although multi-level set functions can be used to segment an image into many
regions, classical approaches cause extensive computations and the solutions also depend
on initial conditions. This is a critical issue for practical applications. Our proposed ap-
proach utilizes a faster and stable hierarchical level set method. Because we detect both
the main structure and detailed edges, our approach preserves edges in the inpainting area.
In addition, our approach adapts a textured region filling procedure based on estimated
segmentation map. Since texture plays a critical role to express detailed information in an
image, a variational approach to fill in the inpainting region may not be enough as pointed
out in [37].
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5.2 The MS model for inpainting
Tsai, Yezzi, and Willsky [18], and Chan and Shen [14] are the first to present the idea





λ(x, y) |u− u0|2 dxdy + µ
∫
Ω\C
|∇u|2 dxdy + ν · |C| (95)
where λ(x, y) = 0 if (x, y) is inside the inpainting area and 1 otherwise. The above equa-
tion indicates that only the variance of image and the length of segmentation curve are
considered inside inpainting area.
The solution of the MS energy functional is not a trivial task. We can use piecewise
smooth approximation of the Mumford-Shah model alternatively. If we consider that a
closed curve segments an image into two regions (i.e. inside and outside regions), the MS
energy functional can be written as:
E(u1, u2, C) =
∫
inside C











+ ν · |C| (96)
where u1 and u2 are smooth approximations of the image inside and outside the curve.
Following the same procedure in chapter 3, we can get piecewise smooth approximation
PDEs for image inpainting.
λ(x, y)(u1 − u0) = µ∇2u1 inside C, and ∂u1
∂n⃗
= 0 on C (97)
λ(x, y)(u2 − u0) = µ∇2u2 outside C, and ∂u2
∂n⃗










− λ(x, y)(u1 − u0)2 − µ|∇u1|2 (99)
+ λ(x, y)(u2 − u0)2 + µ|∇u2|2
]
The smooth image functions u1 and u2 can be obtained by solving the damped Poisson
equations (97) and (98), and the segmentation curve can evolve according to equation (99).
This is the piecewise smooth approximation presented by Chan and Vese. To reduce the
computational cost of this approach, we also can use the piecewise constant approximation.
If the image intensities inside different regions are uniform, the image intensities inside
different regions can be approximated by constants. In this case, the MS energy functional






λ(x, y)(ck − u0)2dxdy + ν|C| (100)
where Ωk represents the area inside each region. The gradient term in the MS energy
functional disappears in equation (100) because the gradient inside each region is zero.
Using the level set method and theMS energy functional of the two phase segmentation,
the image is segmented into two phases:
E(c1, c2, φ) =
∫
λ(x, y)(c1 − u0)2H(φ)dxdy (101)
+
∫
λ(x, y)(c2 − u0)2(1−H(φ))dxdy + ν
∫
δ(φ)|∇φ|dxdy
where H(x) is the Heaviside function.




















− λ(x, y)(u0 − c1)2 + λ(x, y)(u0 − c2)2
]
(104)
After solving these equations, we obtain the information on c1, c2, and C. The image u0
will then be segmented into two phases {u = c1} and {u = c2}.
5.3 Image inpainting with hierarchical segmentation and
texture filling
With the level set method, the MS model works well in many applications. However, gen-
erally only one or two level set functions are used to segment an image into two or four
phases. Therefore, most experiments have been performed on relatively simple images.
For images with complicated structures, this approach can only detect main structures. As
mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, detailed structures are critical for human per-
ception. To detect and preserve details, we adopt hierarchical method to segment images.
This approach can detect image structures gradually to detailed structures [44].
Before image inpainting, the inpainting area is manually defined. For color images, the
color image is converted to gray level. First we use diffusion approach to fill inpainting
regions marked by inpainting mask. This result is only used for segmentation. Then the
image is segmented by the hierarchical segmentation method described in section 4.3. After
segmentation, the boundaries of different objects are detected and estimated inside the
inpainting area. Finally we use a diffusion-based technique or texture patch to fill the
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inpainting area. When the inpainting area is filled, the edges inside the inpainting area are
preserved because the diffusion is not across the boundaries.
In segmentation, a piecewise constant approximation is used. Compared with piecewise
smooth approximation, it is not necessary to solve three coupled PDEs and it is relatively
fast. We can detect boundaries of most regions. However, the piecewise constant approxi-
mation does not work well for regions with high frequency, image intensity variance, and
strong noise. For this kind of regions, we define minimum segmentation region area as the
whole region instead of the high frequency detailed structure or noise speckles. For noisy
images, we define the minimum segmentation regions to be larger than 3σ, that is bigger
than most noise speckles. The segmentation result only detects region boundaries. The high
frequency details or noise will be inpainted by the texture filling approach as described in
the following.
One of the main problems for image inpainting algorithms based on variational or PDE
models [34], [45], [46], [35], [47], [48] is that texture, which expresses detailed patterns
in an image, is not considered.Our proposed approach can directly fill in inpainting areas
using diffusion-based technique. In this case, textured region to be filled may lose detailed
information because of too much smoothness. In order to avoid this problem, we propose
a region filling approach using segmentation map result and similar texture patches.
Segmentation map estimated in the hierarchical segmentation suggests the most prob-
able image structure of the inpainted area. On top of the structure layer, it is desirable to
overpaint using the most plausible texture patches. Recently some inpainting approaches
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utilize texture synthesis algorithm to obtain close similarity between the unknown inpaint-
ing region and surrounding image regions [37], [38]. We also use a similar approach to
apply plausible example texture patches. This procedure can be summarized as follows:
Algorithm: Inpainting by Similar Texture Patches
Input: image to be inpainted, segmentation map and inpainting region mask.
Output: inpainted image.
Procedure:
1. Segmentation map is obtained using the hierarchical approach. The map includes
estimated edges and partitioned regions in the inpainting domain.
2. Patch priorities in the inpainting domain are computed for deciding the filling orders
of inpainting region [38]. In our proposed method, edges or boundaries of segmen-
tation map in the inpainting area have higher priorities and are considered first. Also
inpainting boundary has higher priority. For example, a center point of a patch P in
figure 8 can have the highest priority since the point is on the boundary (∂Γ) and the
segmented edge (e).
3. Find the most similar patch on the edge and copy it into the patch region. An example
patch P ′ can be selected by measuring the similarity with P in terms of pixel values
and segmented regions in figure 8. Similarity measurement between P and P ′ could
be performed by various different ways. In our case, we simply used Euclidean
distance measure between two patches. To speed up the searching step, multiple
searching ranges could be defined. With a low similarity in a smaller range, the next
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searching range is extended.
4. Finally, fill in non-edge inpainting area. Similar example patch is first detected in the
same segmentation region.
Figure 8: Texture patch on the edge
5.4 Experimental results
To evaluate and compare our proposed approach with other approaches, we implement the
inpainting algorithm with total variation (TV) approach, the MS model approach with one
level set function, and the MS model approach with hierarchical multi level set functions
respectively.
Figure 9 is the inpainting results on the image of peppers. For the MS model approach,
after segmentation of the image, we can detect boundaries of objects in inpainting area, and
the edges of objects are kept very well. In the detailed images (c) and (f), it is obvious that
the inpainting result of the MS model approach is better than that of the TV approach.
Figure 10 is the inpainting results on the image of a street scene. Because the segmen-
tation with hierarchical multi level set functions detects more edges than the segmentation
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(a) image with inpainting lines (b) inpainting result with TV
(c) detail of (b) (d) segmentation result with MS
(e) inpainting result with MS (f) detail of (e)
Figure 9: The inpainting results on the image of peppers.
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(a) image with inpainting lines (b) inpainting result with TV (c) detail of (b)
(d) segmentation result with MS (e) inpainting result with MS (f) detail of (e)
(g) segmentation result with MS
model and hierarchical multi-
level set functions
(h) inpainting result with MS
model and hierarchical multi-
level set functions
(i) detail of (h)
Figure 10: The inpainting results on the image of street.
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with only one level set function, more edges inside the inpainting area are preserved. While
the edge of the car is blurred in detailed images (c) and (f), the edge is preserved in image
(i).
To show the advantages of the proposed algorithm, we tested the algorithm on some city
images. In figure 11, (c) is the TV inpainting result. We can see that the upper boundary
of the central black building is not recovered very well. (d) is the segmentation result. (e)
is inpainting result based on the segmentation result. Because the boundary is detected, the
inpainted boundary of the building is preserved. (f) is the result using both segmentation
and texture filling approaches. In figure 11(f), both large and small structures, and even
detailed textures are recovered very well.
In figure 12, (c) is the segmentation result. In this figure, we detect most edges. But
there are also some edges not detected. They are high frequency part inside segmented
regions. (d) is diffusion inpainting result based on the segmentation map. We can see that
the missing edges are not recovered well, such as the straight horizontal lines on the central
building. In this case, we consider those missing small edges as texture. We use texture
filling approach to recover them. (f) is inpainting result using both segmentation and texture
filling approaches. We can see that both large boundaries and detailed edges are recovered.
Specifically, the straight horizontal lines on the central building are exactly the same as the
original image. The segmentation approach can detect and preserve most edges. It also
segments an image into different regions for texture filling. Texture filling is only applied
inside the inpainting regions but not across segmentation boundaries. In this way, different
regions will not be filled by wrong textures. This approach can recover details missed by
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(a) image with inpainting lines (b) inpainting mask
(c) inpainting result with TV (d) segmentation result
(e) inpainting result with segmentation (f) inpainting result with segmentation and
texture filling
Figure 11: The inpainting results on the image of city 1.
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(a) image with inpainting lines (b) inpainting mask
(c) segmentation result (d) inpainting result with segmentation
(e) Segmentation map (f) inpainting result with segmentation and
texture filling
Figure 12: The inpainting results on the image of city 2.
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the segmentation step. As a result, almost all high frequency details can be recovered.
We also applied our approach to a real inpainting example. Figure 13 shows the artificial
inpainting result on a small part of the ‘Last Judgement’, Michaelangelo’s fresco located
in Sistine Chapel. The algorithm helps estimating the right edge structure discontinued by
wall cracks.
Finally, Figures 14 and 15 show examples of object removal and image completion.
After inpainting regions are decided manually, segmentation map is constructed for edge
estimation and the exemplar-based filling method has been applied to these images. The
estimated boundary between different textured regions is defined in the segmentation map.
For example, the ridge of a mountain occluded by the rightmost pillar in figure 15(d) is
recovered based on edge information of figure 15(c).
Our inpainting method contains two steps: segmentation and texture filling. Segmen-
tation step requires an iterative approach to solve the PDE of segmentation curve. Unlike
the piecewise smooth approximation approach, piecewise constant approximation only re-
quires to calculate the average intensity of each segmentation region for each iteration
instead of solving the PDEs in equations (97) and (98) to calculate the smoothed image in-
tensity inside segmentation regions. The computation complexity of segmentation depends
on segmentation curve evolution. For our proposed hierarchical piecewise constant approx-
imation, each curve evolution iteration takes constant computations to calculate equations
(102), (103), and (104). So the complexity is O(n). For the piecewise smooth approxi-
mation, we need iteratively solve equations (97) and (98) to compute one curve evolution
iteration in equation (99). Each iteration to solve equations (97) and (98) takes constant
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(a) Original image (b) Masked image
(c) Segmentation map (d) Inpainted image
Figure 13: Inpainting results using Michaelangelo’s Last Judgement image (partial)
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(a) Original image (b) Masked image
(c) Segmentation map (d) Inpainted image
Figure 14: Inpainting results using ‘fish’ image
computations. So the complexity is O(n2). This is caused by the coupled 3 PDEs. The
complexity of texture filling is O(n). The piecewise constant approximation approach is
much faster than piecewise smooth approximation. The actual computation time depends
on image size and computation platform. For our experiments using piecewise constant
approximation, it takes about 20s to finish one level segmentation of an image of the size
256 by 256. It is faster than the piecewise smooth approximation, which takes more than
1 minute. To complete the hierarchical segmentation of an image, several levels of seg-
mentation need to be applied. The total computation time depends on image structure. The
main calculation in texture filling is patch matching. Because texture patch is small, the
matching calculation is fast. The actual computation time depends on the area of inpainting
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(a) Original image (b) Masked image
(c) Segmentation map (d) Inpainted image
Figure 15: Inpainting results using ‘pillar’ image
region. With our non-optimizedMatlab and C++ codes, the total processing time, including
segmentation and texture filling, is about 2 to 3 minutes.
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Chapter 6
Text Line Detection in Handwritten
Documents Using the MS Model
This chapter introduces application of the MS model in text line detection.
6.1 Text line detection
Text line segmentation in digital documents is an important step in document processing.
Many methods have been developed in the document image processing community, which
usually work fine for printed documents. Complete review of these methods can be found
in [49], [50], and [51]. These text line segmentation approaches usually make two as-
sumptions: 1) the gap between two neighboring lines is significant; and 2) the lines are
reasonably straight. However, these assumptions are not always valid for handwritten doc-
uments. Some of these methods have been extended to handle handwritten documents. In
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[52], a cut text minimization (CTM) technique was proposed to segment text lines from
handwritten English documents, which varies the cutting angle and the start location to
minimize the text pixels cut while tracking between two text lines. A graph model, which
is similar to the document spectrum [53], was proposed in [54] and a production system
was applied to this model for text line extraction. Projection profile analysis was applied
in [55] to identify the boundaries of the text lines. Instead of splitting those touched text
lines with a straight cut, a droplet line segmentation method was proposed to simulate the
behavior of a water-drop that fell vertically along the boundary of a text line and identify
the actual touching points that need to be cut.
All these techniques of text line detection are successful in limited situations and can-
not handle free style handwritten documents. Processing of such handwritten documents
is still an open problem. The authors of [56] and [57] proposed to use the level-set method
to segment the text lines. In [56], the binary text image is first converted to a gray scale
image, and the text line segmentation is achieved by using a general image segmentation
approach: the level set method. More comprehensive development of this idea was given
in [57] together with a thorough evaluation of this method on documents written in nine
scripts. Comparisons between classical text line segmentation methods are also given. The
method in [56] and [57] obtains very good results. However, the approach in [56] and
[57] also faces some difficulties: Because the boundary based level set method is used, the
segmentation result depends on the number of boundary evolution steps. In addition, the
failure cases shown in [56] and [57] indicate that the approach is sensitive to the overlaps
between neighboring text lines. In this thesis, we present a new algorithm based on the
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Mumford-Shah (MS) model. Because the text image only consists of two uniform regions:
text region and background region, the piecewise constant approximation of the MS model
is very appropriate for the segmentation of text lines. Different from the approach in [56]
and [57], the MS model is a region based approach. Segmentation is achieved by minimiz-
ing the MS energy functional. Therefore, the segmentation result does not depend on the
number of evolution steps. We also use morphing to remove overlaps between neighboring
text lines and connect the broken lines. Compared with the text line localization approach
in [56] and [57], our approach takes advantages of the level set representation to morph the
segmentation regions. Our method is straightforward and easy to implement. The approach
also can overcome the problem of overlaps between neighboring text lines.
6.2 Text line segmentation algorithm
The level set approach is first used to solve the text line segmentation problem by the
authors in [56] and [57]. They proposed a three-steps algorithm for text line segmentation:
(1) blurring the text image to enhance text lines; (2) segmentation of text lines by the level
set method; (3) text line localization. We adopt the first step of their algorithm, but we
use different approaches in the other two steps. Our algorithm consists of the following
steps: (1) blurring the text image to enhance text lines; (2) segmentation of text lines by the
Mumford-Shah model; (3) text line detection by morphing approach [58].
1. Blurring text lines
This step is the same as the first step in [56] and [57]. To enhance the text lines, the
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text image is blurred by a Gaussian filter. The filter window is a rectangle. Its width is
larger than its height. Assuming the text lines are almost horizontal, a wide window
blurs words and fills the horizontal gaps between the words. As the result, isolated
words are connected into horizontal lines. On the other hand, a too narrow window
may not be able to close the gaps between the words on the same line. In the blurred
image, we cannot distinguish detailed structure of characters. The only information
is the blurred lines across the image. Different from the original binary text image,
the blurred image is a gray scale image. The intensity of each pixel represents its
probability to be on the text lines: the darker the pixel, the more likely the pixel is on
the text lines. We segment the text lines according to the image intensity.
2. Text line segmentation
We use piecewise constant approximation of the Mumford-Shah model to segment
text lines. Because the text image can be represented by two phases: text line region
and background region, we use one level set function to represent the regions, i.e.
φ(x, y, t) =

> 0 if (x, y) is inside C
= 0 if (x, y) is on C
< 0 if (x, y) is outside C
(105)
We use two constants to represent image intensities of two regions. In segmentation
process, an initial curve is set to segment image into two regions: inside and outside
regions. Then segmentation curve evolves to the boundaries of text lines according to
the minimization of the MS energy functional. In each evolution step, the constant c1
or c2 of each region is calculated by the average of the region intensity of the region,
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as in Equations (53) and (54). The segmentation curve evolves to the boundary of
text lines according to the Euler-Lagrange equation (51). Finally, the image is seg-
mented into two regions. Different from the level set approach in [56] and [57], our
approach does not depend on the number of evolution steps, and the segmentation
can automatically stop after the MS energy is minimized.
3. Text line detection
After the image segmentation step, image is segmented into two regions: text line
region and background region. Because of the overlaps among different text lines,
neighboring text lines may be connected. Another problem is the broken text lines
due to large horizontal gaps between different words. We use morphing approach to
overcome these problems.
First, we shrink (erode) the text line region along the horizontal direction. If the
overlap between two neighboring (vertical) text lines is not large, the connection of
the two text lines is thin along the horizontal direction. In this case, the shrinkage of
the text line region will remove the overlaps.
Second, we prolong (dilate) the text line region horizontally. The prolongation length
is longer than the shrinkage length. If the gaps between neighboring (horizontal)
broken text lines is small, the horizontally broken text line will be connected and
merged into a long text line across the image.
Third, we shrink the text line regions back to the original horizontal length.
Finally, we check the length and height of every segmentation region. If the length or
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height is too small, this segmentation region is considered as noise and is removed.
The level set method is a good approach to obtain the segmentation regions, it is also
easy to implement the morphing based on the level set approach. For the morphing




where F is the morphing speed.
6.3 Experimental results
We test the algorithm on different text images. These images were provided by Dr. Doer-
mann and his team at the University of Maryland. In figure 16, the original image (a) first is
blurred as (b); then it is segmented as (c) by theMumford-Shah model. In the segmentation,
we need not fix the number of iteration steps, and we can obtain good segmentation results
automatically. After this step, there are many overlaps between neighboring text lines, and
some text lines are broken as seen in figure 16(c). As shown in (d), (e), and (f), we shrink
text lines to remove overlaps among neighboring text lines, and prolong text lines to con-
nect broken cases. The final step removes the noise, and the final result is shown in (g). For
comparison, we use the level set method as in the algorithm of [56] to segment text image
of figure 16(a). Figure 17(a) is the initial segmentation curve; b, c, and d are the segmenta-
tion results with different iteration steps. As shown in the figure, the segmentation results
with different iteration steps are quite different. In the algorithm of [56], we need to fix the
number of iteration steps to get the best result. In addition, even in the best result, there are
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(a) Original image
(b) blurred image (c) segmented image
(d) shrunk text lines (e) prolonged text lines
(f) shrunk back to original text
line length
(g) final segmentation result af-
ter removing noise
Figure 16: The process of text line segmentation algorithm
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a lot of overlaps among different text lines, and these overlaps can not be removed by the
text line localization in [56]. As a result, those text lines with overlaps can not be separated.
The approach in [57] improves on the approach in [56]. The major modification is that in
each boundary evolution step, the algorithm detects new overlaps created by the boundary
evolution and removes these overlaps. In their algorithm, we need to scan all segmented
regions and analyze the relationship among them to detect overlaps in each evolution step.
So this algorithm is expensive computationally. In addition, if the overlaps already exist in
the initial condition, the overlaps will not be removed by this approach. Figure 18 shows
the experimental results on different language text images. Especially, figure 18(g) is a mix
of Chinese and mathematical equations. The results indicate that our algorithm is script in-
dependent. As comparison, we also give in this figure the segmentation results of a method
that is based on connected component analysis.
Figure 19 is the segmentation results of figure 18(a) using the algorithm in [56]. Figure
19a is the initial segmentation curve; b, c, and d are the segmentation results with different
iteration steps. In Figures 19(c) and d, more iteration steps create more overlaps among
text lines, and many text lines can not be separated. This indicates that the choice of the
iteration steps is critical to the algorithm in [56].
Figure 20 is the text line detection results. The different colors represent different text
lines. Figures 20(a) and 20(d) are the text line detection results using our algorithm. Our
algorithm can detect all text lines. Figures 20(b), 20(c), 20(e), and 20(f) are the text line
detection results using the algorithm in [56]. Figures 20(b) and 20(e) are the results of
Figures 17(b) and 19(b). Because of the overlaps among text lines, some text lines can
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(a) initial segmentation curve (b) segmentation result of 8 iteration steps
(c) segmentation result of 10 iteration steps (d) segmentation result of 11 iteration steps
Figure 17: The segmentation results of figure 16(a) using the level set method as in the
algorithm of [4]
not be separated. Figures 20(c) and 20(f) are the results of Figures 17(c), 17(d), 19(c) and
19(d). Because more iteration steps cause more overlaps among text lines, all text lines can
not be separated.
We test our algorithm on a document database of 3 different scripts. Specifically, we
have constructed a database of 100 Chinese documents, 96 Hindi documents and 100 Ko-
rean documents. The ground truths of these documents are obtained manually, where each
text line in the document images is delineated by a polygon. The evaluation method is the
same as that in [56] and [57]. The test results are shown in Figures 21 and Table 1.
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(a) text images (b) segmentation re-
sults of the proposed
method
(c) segmentation results
of a connected compo-
nent based method
(d) text images (e) segmentation results
of the proposed method
(f) segmentation results
of a connected compo-
nent based method
(g) text images (h) segmentation re-
sults of the proposed
method
(i) segmentation results
of a connected compo-
nent based method
(j) text images (k) segmentation re-
sults of the proposed
method
(l) segmentation results
of a connected compo-
nent based method
Figure 18: Experiments on different languages
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Table 1: Correct detection ratio
Chinese Hindi Korean
Average correct detection ratio 98% 98% 86%
Standard deviation 0.03 0.03 0.07
The correct detection ratio is 98% for Chinese and Hindi. This indicates that our algo-
rithm can produce good detection results. Some typical test samples are shown in figure
22.
For the Korean documents, the correct detection ratio is 86%, which is lower than that of
the other two scripts. Through analysis, we find that this is because of the quality of Korean
documents. Compared with Chinese and Hindi test samples, some Korean documents are
much more messy. On those Korean documents with similar quality as Chinese and Hindi
documents, we can obtain similar correct detection ratio. Some difficult cases of the Korean
documents are shown in figure 23.
Figure 23 indicates some reasons for failure. The drawings between neighboring text
lines can connect two lines. The broken text lines with large horizontal gaps can not be
merged. Also our algorithm fails on those oblique text lines. This is because our algorithm
assumes that text lines are along horizontal orientation.
6.4 Discussions
In the following we will discuss some of the issues related to our method.
1. The size of blurring window
The width of the blurring window depends on the horizontal gaps between words
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in one text line. The height of the blurring window depends on the vertical gaps
between text lines. Too small width will produce broken text lines. On the other hand
too large height will increase overlaps between two neighboring text lines. However,
this factor is not critical because the overlaps and broken text lines can be corrected
by morphing.
2. The initial condition for segmentation
Because the MS energy functional is not convex, minimization result depends on the
initial conditions. However, because the content of text images is simple (only text
and background), this problem is not an issue. We use different initial conditions and
obtain the same results.
3. The shrinkage length of text regions
The shrinkage length depends on the thinness of the overlaps between neighboring
text lines. In the case of broken text lines, it also depends on the minimum length of
the broken text segments. If the shrinkage length is too small, the overlaps will not
be removed. On the other hand, too large shrinkage length will remove some short
broken text segments (as shown in figure 24). In the case that the overlaps are large
and the broken segments are short, it is tricky to select the shrinkage length.
4. The prolongation length of text regions
The prolongation length depends on the horizontal gaps between neighboring words
in one text line. Too small prolongation length will produce many broken text lines.
Consider all these factors, we select the same parameters for all experiments, i.e.
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blurring window width = 20 pixels, height = 5 pixel, shrinkage length = 50 pixels,
and prolongation length = 200.
Figure 24 is a failure example of our algorithm. Figure 24(a) is the text image.
Figure 24(b) is the segmented image before morphing. In this figure, there are some
broken text lines and overlaps between neighboring text lines. Figure 24(c) is the
final segmentation result with shrinkage length of 50. In this case, some texts are
missed in the upper right corner. If we use smaller shrinkage length, say 20 pixels,
these texts can be kept, but some overlaps between neighboring text lines cannot be
removed as shown in figure 24(d).
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(a) initial segmentation curve (b) segmentation result of 10 iteration steps
(c) segmentation result of 20 iteration steps (d) segmentation result of 30 iteration steps
Figure 19: The segmentation results of figure 18(a) using the level set method as in the
algorithm of [4]
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(a) result of figure 16 (b) result of figure 17b (c) result of Figures 3c and 3d
(d) result of figure 18b (e) result of figure 19b (f) result of Figures 19c and 19d
Figure 20: Text line detection results
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(a) Test results on Chinese
(b) Test results on Hindi
(c) Test results on Korean
Figure 21: Test results on document database
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Figure 22: Chinese and Hindi documents
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Figure 23: Difficult cases of Korean documents
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(a) Text image (b) segmented image before morphing
(c) final segmentation result with shrinkage
length of 50
(d) final segmentation result with shrinkage
length of 20
Figure 24: The segmentation results with different parameters
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Chapter 7
A New Image Segmentation Model
In this chapter, we present a simpler and more efficient segmentation model based on the
MS model.
7.1 Difficulties of the MS model
The region-based (global) approach of the MSmodel is a powerful and robust segmentation
technique as compared to pixel-based (local) methods such as Canny or Laplace. However,
the minimization of the MS energy functional is not a trivial task. There are some alter-
native solutions to this problem, including piecewise smooth approximation [6], piecewise
constant approximation [7], and piecewise linear approximation [30]. In the piecewise
smooth approximation, smooth functions are used to approximate image intensity inside
object regions, and the MS model can be solved by three coupled PDEs: two PDEs for
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smoothed image intensity and one PDE for segmentation curve. This is a general approxi-
mation and can be used for most cases, however, this solution is very time consuming. To
overcome this difficulty, Chan and Vese also presented piecewise constant approximation.
If image intensity inside object regions can be approximated by constants, we do not need
solve two PDEs for the image. Instead, the image intensity inside object regions can be
represented by the average intensity of object, hence needing only one PDE to solve the
segmentation curve. So the approach is fast. For more complicated cases, piecewise lin-
ear approximation was proposed to approximate image intensity by linear functions. This
approach is fast and can handle some image intensity changes in object regions. These
approaches can only be applied when the image intensity inside object regions is uniform
or lineal distributed. They will fail for complicated image intensity distribution.
Another effort is to apply the MS model on different kinds of edges. Because the
gradient of image intensity in theMSmodel can only detect step changes of image intensity,
the MS model only works well for step edge. For roof edge, the gradient of image intensity
is not small in the regions on both sides of the roof edge, but the second order derivative
of image intensity is small, and the gradient of image intensity is discontinuous across the
boundary. There is a step edge in the first order derivative functional space. In this case,
the MS model often segments one region into several sub-regions. To detect roof edges,
second derivative [9] is used to replace gradient in the MS model. Although roof edge can
be detected by the approach, the second derivative is sensitive to noise. To overcome these
difficulties, we present a new model for image segmentation.
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7.2 The new image segmentation model




|F (u0)|2dxdy + ν|C| (107)
where u0 is the original image; |C| is the length of the segmentation curves; F is a high
frequency filter; F (u0) is the high frequency components of the image; Ω \ C is the image
domain excluding the segmentation curves.
The new energy functional consists of two terms: the high frequency components in-
side regions and the length of segmentation curves. If the energy functional is minimized,
the image intensity inside regions only contains low frequency components, and the high
frequency components are preserved on boundaries. The constraint on the curve lengths is
used to suppress the effect of noise. The result of the new model is equivalent to that of
the MS model: image intensity inside regions is smoothed, and image intensity changes
abruptly across the segmentation curves.
In the new model, only one variable, the segmentation curve, needs to be solved. Dif-
ferent from the MS model, the image intensity inside regions is smoothed by minimizing
high frequency components in the new model. Because high frequency filter can be easily
implemented by a convolution, PDEs are not needed for the smoothed image intensity in
the MS model. As the result, we need to solve only one PDE for segmentation curve, and
it is faster than the piecewise smooth approximation.
Secondly, because no constant approximation, linear approximation, or any other kinds
of approximations are used, the new model can deal with various types of image intensity
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distribution. We can use it to segment images with complicated image intensity distribution.
The third advantage of the new model is that we can use different high frequency fil-
ters to calculate the high frequency components inside the object regions. Different high
frequency filters can detect different features. In this thesis, we use the complement of
the Gaussian filter and the Gabor filter as high frequency filter. The complement of the
Gaussian filter is:
F (u0) = u0 −G(u0) (108)
where G is the Gaussian filter. The Gabor filter is described in section 7.4.
If we consider that a closed curve segments an image into two regions (i.e. inside region







|F (u0)|2dxdy + ν|C| (109)
where F (u0) is the high frequency filter result. In equation (109), the high frequency filter is
only applied in segmented regions, and the filtering doesn’t cross segmentation boundaries.
Thus the filtering result depends on the segmentation curve, the only unknown variable.









where φ is the level set function to represent the segmentation curve. Minimizing the energy
functional with respect to φ, we obtain the following Euler-Lagrange equation:
∂φ
∂t
= δ(φ)[ν▽ · ( ▽φ|▽φ|)− |Finside φ(u0)|
2 + |Foutside φ(u0)|2] (111)
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The segmentation curve will evolve according to equation (111). In equation (111), the last
two terms attract segmentation curve to the object boundaries; the first term is curvature
of the segmentation curve, which keeps the segmentation curve smooth and removes noise
regions.
7.3 Experimental results with the complement of Gaus-
sian filter
We tested the newmodel on some range images using the complement of the Gaussian filter
as high frequency filter. Due to the variations of the image intensity throughout objects
corresponding to the distance from the viewer, it is difficult for the constant approximation
to detect and segment this kind of objects.
(a) 3D figure (b) Range image (c) Segmentation
result
Figure 25: The segmentation of a saddle
Figure 25 is the segmentation of a saddle. The end boundaries of the saddle are step edges,
and the side boundaries are roof edges. Figure 26 is the segmentation of a cone. The
boundary between the cone and the bottom plane is a roof edge. Figure 27 and figure 28
are the segmentations on a broken cone and a creased cone. The creases on the cones are
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(a) 3D figure (b) Range image (c) Segmentation
result
Figure 26: The segmentation of a cone
(a) 3D figure (b) Range image (c) Segmentation
result
Figure 27: The segmentation of a broken cone
detected as roof edges. These experiments indicate that the new model can detect both step
edges and roof edges. Figure 25 also indicates that the new model can segment objects with
complicated image intensity distribution. Figure 29 is the segmentation of a heart vessel.
Figure 29(b) is the segmentation result of the constant approximation approach. In this
case, the vessel is segmented into several regions because the image intensity varies across
the image. On the contrary, the segmentation result of the new model in figure 29(c) is very
clean. This indicates that the new model can segment objects with different image intensity
distributions.
Because only one PDE needs to be solved in the newmodel, the optimization of the new
model is much faster than the MS model. For comparison, we implement the piecewise
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(a) 3D figure (b) Range image (c) Segmentation
result
Figure 28: The segmentation of a creased cone




sult by the new model
Figure 29: The segmentation of a heart vessel
smooth approximation of the MS model. Its computation time for the experiment in figure
25 is 76s, while the computation time is 36s with the new model. For piecewise smooth
approximation of the MS model, the image is smoothed by solving iteratively the PDEs for
each curve evolution step. It takes about 9 iterations to solve these PDEs for the experiment
in figure 25. The computation time could be different for different images, different initial
conditions, or different computers; but the computation time of the new model is always
much less than that of the MS model.
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7.4 Retinal image segmentation and Gabor filter
For general images, the piecewise constant approximation of the MS model can achieve
good results because most objects can be approximated by constants. This is proved in the
work of image inpainting and text line detection. The new image segmentation model can
be used segment some difficult images. To show the advantage of the new model, we com-
bine the new model and Gabor filter to detect blood vessels in retinal images. Because the
new model can detect objects with complicated image intensity distribution, our approach
can handle non-uniform illumination in retinal images.
Retinal image analysis is widely used in medical community to diagnose many diseases
affecting retina and choroids behind it, including hypertension, diabetes, arteriosclerosis,
cardiovascular disease, and stroke. The measurement of blood vessels, such as diame-
ter, branch angle, and length, can be used to diagnose disease, assess the severity of disease
and the treatment progress. Blood vessels segmentation is an important step in this process.
While manual segmentation requires trained specialist and a lot of labor, the automatic seg-
mentation is always desirable. Recently, the blood vessel segmentation in retinal image has
received much attention, and several approaches were proposed, including vessel tracking
approach [60] [61], deformable model approach [62] [63], matched filter approach [64],
and supervised classification approach [65] [66]. In this thesis we use the new image seg-
mentation model and Gabor filter [67] to detect blood vessels [68]. We produced similar
or better segmentation results compared with the state-of-the-art approaches. Our method
need not training and is relatively fast.
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Gabor filter contains a group of functions to detect features with different frequencies
and orientations. Gabor filter has strong orientation selectiveness capacity and can be fine
tuned to specific frequency [67]. It has been successfully applied to edge detection, object
detection, face recognition, and tracking. Especially, because Gabor filter is efficient to
detect directional feature, it was proposed to enhance and detect blood vessels in retinal
images [66]. In this thesis, we combine the new image segmentation model and Gabor
filter to improve blood vessels detection.
In the spatial domain, a 2-D Gabor filter is a Gaussian kernel modulated by a sinusoidal
function as following:




A = diag[ε1/2, 1] (113)
is diagonal matrix that defines the anisotropy of the filter. k0 defines frequency of the
filter. To detect blood vessel, we define ε as 4 which elongates filter along blood vessel;
k0 = [0, 3] with significant oscillations perpendicular to the large axis of the filter. We use
imaginary part of Gabor filter to detect boundary (high frequency part) of blood vessels.
To detect different directional vessels, the Gabor filter spans different orientations. The





Where θ is the orientation angle. We use maximum modulus over all possible orientations
as the filter result. To limit computation, θ spans from 00 to 1800 with step of 450. As a
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wavelet filter, Gabor filter can be applied with different scales. We can use different scales
to detect objects of different sizes. In this thesis, to accelerate computation, we only use
one scale, and the segmentation result is good. The shape of the filter is shown in figure 30.
Figure 30: Imaginary part of Gabor filter
As shown in figure 30, when we use the filter to detect blood vessels, the image intensity
of vessels is smoothed along the vessels direction to remove noise, and the differential is
calculated perpendicular to the vessels direction to detect vessel boundaries. Compared
with the isotropic differential filter, the filter is efficient to detect directional boundaries.
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7.5 Retinal image segmentation with the new model and
Gabor filter
To segment a retinal image, an initial segmentation is set in the image. For the segmentation
of retinal image, because the illumination is not uniform over image and image intensity
is complicated, we use adaptive threshold to create initial segmentation. First we define a
local area. Each pixel is compared with its local area average. If the pixel value is lower
than the average minus a fix threshold, the pixel is classified as vessel region; otherwise,
it is background. As shown in figure 31(b), the adaptive threshold segmentation is not
good. The result contains noise regions, and the segmentation boundary is not on the
vessel boundary. However, as long as the initial segmented vessel regions contain most part
of vessels, the final segmentation result will detect vessels. In the segmentation process,
the segmentation curve will evolve to reach the boundaries of vessels. Those noise regions
will become smaller and smaller until they disappear. This is caused by the curvature term
in the segmentation model. In each iteration step, the image intensity is filtered by the
Gabor filter, which is implemented by a convolution. Actually, we only update the filtered
intensity in a narrow band around the segmentation curves because the filtered result will
remain the same outside this band. The image segmentation result after iteration is shown
in figure 31(c). In the last step, we remove segmented regions with small area, which is
considered as noise. The final segmentation result is shown in figure 31(d).
We tested our method on two publicly available databases: DRIVE [65] and STARE
[64]. The STARE database consists of 20 RGB color images. The images are of size
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(a) initial segmentation (b) initial segmentation
(c) segmentation result with noise regions (d) final segmentation result
Figure 31: Retinal image segmentation process
605×700 pixels, 24 bits per pixel. There are two hand-labeling available for the 20 images
made by two different human observers. DRIVE database consists of 40 images, including
20 training images and 20 test images. The images are of size 768× 584 pixels, 24 bits per
pixel. There are also two hand-labeling available made by two different human observers.
Because our method does not need training, we only use 20 test images. For STARE
database, we also test our method on 20 images. We only use green channel of color
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images for segmentation.
To show the advantage of the new segmentation model, we first use piecewise constant
approximation MS model to segment retinal image as shown in figure 32(a). Because the
illumination of retinal image is not uniform, the piecewise constant approximation com-
pletely fail on retinal image. Due to the complexity of the image intensity, piecewise linear
approximation also can not handle these images. Figure 32(b) is the segmentation result
of our proposed method. In the result, most blood vessels are correctly detected. This
indicates that our method can handle images with non-uniform illumination.
(a) Segmentation results of piecewise con-
stant approximation
(b) Segmentation results of the new model
Figure 32: Segmentation results of piecewise constant approximation and the new model
Segmentation results of DRIVE and STARE databases are shown in figure 33 and figure
34. From the figures we can see most blood vessels are correctly segmented. The method
can overcome difficulties caused by the central darkness and bright optical disc. While
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the segmentation result reaches state-of-the-art level, some small blood vessels are missed.
This will be discussed in next section.
Figure 33: Segmentation result of DRIVE database
DRIVE database contains two groups of manual segmentation result, and they are sim-
ilar. STARE database also contains two groups of manual segmentation result. The second
result detects much more thinner blood vessels. We use manual segmentation result 2 of
DRIVE database and manual segmentation result 1 of STARE database as ground truth.
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Figure 34: Segmentation result of STARE database
We calculate segmentation accuracy of our method based on the percentage of the cor-
rectly segmented pixels, the pixels correctly segmented to blood vessels and background,
over all pixels. For comparison, we also collect the segmentation accuracies of some other
approaches in table 2. Table 2 indicates that the result of our method is similar or slightly
better than other approaches.
Table 2: Retinal image segmentation accuracy
Segmentation method DRIVE accuracy STARE accuracy





In the process of image segmentation, we use narrow band approach to accelerate com-
putation. In each iteration step, Gabor filter result is calculated only in a narrow band
beside the segmentation curves. We need not calculate filter result in other area. So the
segmentation process is relatively fast. The actual speed depends on the length of seg-
mentation curves. Most image segmentation can be completed in around 1 minute. [66]
uses Gabor filter to generate features. Different from our method, [66] uses classification
approach to segment blood vessels. So [66] needs a training process, which needs training
images and it takes 9 hours. The real time Gabor filter feature generation takes 3 minute
in [66]. Compared with [66], our method is relatively fast and need no training. In [69],
adaptive threshold is use. It is simple, but the result is worse. The algorithm in [65] is
based on ridge, which contains three steps: ridge extraction, patch feature computation,
and feature classification. Although it can produce good result, it is more complicated than
our approach.
As mentioned in the previous section, although most blood vessels can be detected
by our method, some thinner vessels are missed. This is a general problem for most ap-
proaches. In our method, this is caused by the curvature term. In the new image segmen-
tation model, the last term minimizes the length of segmentation curve. This term will
smooth the segmentation curve and minimize the curvature to suppress noise. At the end
of thinner blood vessels, the curvature is big and the image intensity of vessels is weak.
So the segmentation curve will fall to inside at the end and the thinner blood vessel will
be shortened. If we use smaller µ and decrease the force caused by the curvature, we can
overcome this difficulty. But the segmentation curve will not be smooth in this case, and
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more errors will appear on other places.
Another problem is the initial segmentation curve. Because the MS model is not con-
vex, neither is our image segmentation model; the segmentation result depends on initial
condition. In our test, if the main part of one blood vessel is not roughly segmented into
vessel regions, there will be no segmentation curve to evolve around the vessel, and the
blood vessel will be segmented as background. We use an adaptive threshold to generate
initial segmentation. In the initial segmentation result, we try to make the blood vessel
region to contain most part of blood vessels. At the same time, a lot of noise regions also
created. Although the segmentation evolution can make these noise regions smaller or dis-
appear, we still need remove those noise regions with small area. Sometimes, this removal
process is tricky. In this thesis, to emphasize the advantage of our new image segmentation
model, we only use a simple approach to generate initial segmentation. In real applications,
we can use a more sophisticated approach. The combination of our approach with some




As a region-based (global) approach, the Mumford and Shah (MS) model is a powerful
and robust segmentation technique as compared to edge-based (local) methods. This thesis
presents our research on some aspects of the MS model. The contributions of the thesis
include:
1. Application of the MS model in image inpainting. It is a challenge for image in-
painting to preserve edges in inpainting area. In this thesis, we make use of the MS
model to detect object boundaries inside the inpainting areas; then we use diffusion
or texture patch approach to fill the inpainting regions. This filling does not cross
the object boundaries, so the boundaries and edges are preserved. We present a hi-
erarchical segmentation method to detect boundaries of both the main structure and
detailed objects. As the result, more detailed edges are preserved in the final inpaint-
ing results. In addition to edges, texture is also difficult to restore. We utilize texture
synthesis algorithm to fill object regions where texture needs to be preserved.
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2. Application of the MS model in text line detection. It is difficult to detect text lines
in handwritten documents. Most approaches are sensitive to topological changes in
handwritten documents. Our approach consists of three steps: first we blur text image
by Gaussian filter; then we use the MS model to segmentation text lines; finally text
lines are detected by morphing approach. Because our approach segments text image
as general image without any knowledge about text, the method is script independent
and is not sensitive to topological changes. Our morphing approach can also handle
broken text lines and text line overlaps.
3. New image segmentation model based on the MS model. Because direct solution of
the MS model is difficult, some alterative approximated approaches were proposed.
Although some approaches, such as piecewise constant approximation, have been
successfully used in many applications, these approaches are either inefficient, such
as piecewise smooth approximation, or limited to special image intensity distribu-
tions. We present a new model for image segmentation based on the MS model.
Because it consists of only one variable, the segmentation curve, the solution is ef-
ficient. Because no approximations are required in the new model, it can segment
objects with complicated image intensity distributions. The new model can segment
both step and roof edges. In addition, we can use different high frequency filters to
produce better denoise result or detect special features.
4. Retinal image segmentation by the new image segmentation model. The thin blood
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vessels and non-uniform illumination are two difficulties in retinal image segmenta-
tion. We combine the new model and Gabor filter to detect blood vessels in retinal
images. The Gabor filter is good to detect directional objects. We use this special
filter in the new model to detect blood vessels. Because the new model can detect
objects with complicated image intensity distribution, our approach can also handle
non-uniform illumination in retinal images. As the result, segmentation results are
similar or better than state-of-the-art.
The new image segmentation model is a varitional approach framework. We can use
different high frequency filters in the new model to detect different features. In this thesis,
we only test two kinds of filters: complement of Gaussion filter and Gabor filter. In the
future work, we will try to use more sophisticated filters, such as wavelet filter, to produce
better image segmentation results. In this thesis, the advantages of the new model are
demonstrated by some experiments. For a solid theoretical analysis, a mathematical proof
of the new model is also necessary. We plan to do this in the future work.
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